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Editor’s Note
Three articles—two by Hong Kong scholars, and one by a
Mainland student who has come to Hong Kong to undertake his
Ph.D. studies, thus enjoying “the best of both worlds”—are
featured in the present issue. Lo Chi Hong, who was made an
Honorary Fellow of the Hong Kong Translation Society in 2005,
presents his views on the formation of English neologisms and
suggests eight methods of tackling them in translation. His article
abounds with vivacious examples from the past half century,
reminding writers and translators of their decades-long flirtation
with a wide range of new words coined in the fields of commerce,
technology, medicine, politics and art. Some of his solutions to
the translation problems these neologisms present are nothing
short of novel in themselves.
A translated novel is the subject of discussion in Bai Liping’s
contribution, although the approach here is evidently a mixture
of the evidentiary and the literary-critical. Bai presents a chapter
from his dissertation on the Chinese translations of George
Orwell’s Animal Farm, giving meticulous consideration to the
intriguing case of a translation possibly attributable to the eminent
Chinese translator of Shakespeare, Liang Shiqiu. Bai musters an
arsenal of evidence to prove his point, and the reader can decide,
after reading the article, if the case is indeed closed.
Concluding the issue is Leo Chan’s article relating the
vi

translation of Ge Zhaoguang’s highly influential two-volume
History of Chinese Thought to the tradition of sinological translations
that began with such renowned translators as James Legge and
Herbert Giles. The reader is treated to, first, a brief survey of the
principles of sinological translation as adumbrated by Roger Ames
and Chad Hansen, among others; then, a discussion of the
scholarly approach to the translation of non-literary Chinese
materials; and finally, an account of current trends as well as future
possibilities. Accompanying the article is Chan’s translation of
section one of the Introduction to the book, which reputedly
presents “a new method of doing intellectual history”.
Lie Jianxi’s review of Wang Aixue’s recent Chinese
translation of Wordsworth’s The Prelude reminds one of the kind of
translation criticism that ought to be done more frequently.
Although we are all agreed that the discipline has greatly flourished
in the last decade, a puzzling fact is that, during the same period,
the number of evaluations of literary translations (especially of
translations into English) has dropped rather than increased,
judging from the reviews published in the major journals of
translation. Readers of this journal are encouraged to bring to the
attention of our indefatigable Book Review Editor, Jessica Yeung,
newly translated works that can be reviewed in the Quarterly.
The Editors
March 2007
vii

Abstract
The Creation and Translation of English Neologisms (by Lo Chi
Hong)
In this article the author begins with a consideration of the
nature of English neologisms and, on the five principles of frequency
of use, unobtrusiveness, diversity of users and situations, generation
of other forms and meanings, and endurance of the concept, discusses
why some of them last while others do not. He then studies the six
different ways in which new words are formed in the English
language, as well as eight methods commonly used by translators
when rendering them into Chinese.
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Abstract
Translation and Politics: On Li Qichun’s Translation of Animal
Farm (by Bai Liping)
Animal Farm is a masterpiece of political satire by George
Orwell, and its first Chinese translation was done by “Li Qichun”,
which, according to some documents, is the pen name of Liang
Shiqiu. This paper analyzes the characteristics of this translation,
and, taking the historical background into consideration,
investigates the stance and motive of “Li Qichun” when he
translates this story, and explores the factors which lead to the
characteristics of this version and the reasons why Liang does not
use his real name to translate. The study indicates that this
translation is the outcome of certain historical period; and, being
both consistent and contradictory to Liang’s views on literature
and politics, it reflects the intricate and complex relationship
between translation and politics.
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All the animals remembered passing such resolutions: or at least they
thought that they remembered it. (Orwell 1954: 72)

1956: 53

1988b: 72

“Our Leader, Comrade Napoleon”, announced Squealer, speaking very
slowly and firmly, has stated categorically—categorically, comrade—
that Snowball was Jones’s agent from the very beginning—yes, and from
long before the Rebellion was ever thought of. (Orwell 1954: 91)
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Craig

North The noble duke hath sworn his coming is
But for his own; and for the right of that
We all have strongly sworn to give him aid;
And let him ne’er see joy that breaks that oath!
(Richard II, Act II, Scene III, Craig 1963a: 393)
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As he had said, his voice was hoarse, but he sang well enough, and it was
a stirring tune, something between Clementine and La Cucaracha. (Orwell
1954: 13)
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La Cucaracha

The animals watched his coming and going with a kind of dread, and
avoided him as much as possible. (Orwell 1954: 73)

1956: 54

1988b: 74

avoided

At the gate they paused, half frightened to go on, but Clover led the
way in. (Orwell 1954: 149-150)

1956: 111
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half frightened

“I do not believe that,” he said. “Snowball fought bravely at the Battle
of the Cowshed …” (Orwell 1954: 90)

1956: 66

The singing of this song threw the animals into the widest excitement.
(Orwell 1954: 15)

1956: 11
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They accepted everything that they were told about the Rebellion and
the principles of Animalism, especially from Clover, for whom they had
an almost filial respect; but it was doubtful whether they understood
very much of it. (Orwell 1954: 141)

1956: 105

whom

Clover

Clover

They had been credited with attempting to stir up rebellion among the
animals on neighbouring farms. (Orwell 1954: 153)

No animal in England knows the meaning of happiness or leisure after
he is a year old. No animal in England is free. The life of an animal
is misery and slavery: that is the plain truth. (Orwell 1954: 8)
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Squealer made excellent speeches on the joy of service and the dignity of
labour, but the other animals found more inspiration in Boxer’s strength
and his never-failing cry of “I will work harder!” (Orwell 1954: 83)

1956: 60

1988b: 83
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Comrades, here and now I pronounce the death sentence upon Snowball.
“Animal Hero, Second Class,” and half a bushel of apples to any animal
who brings him to justice … (Orwell 1954: 79)
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Indeed, all the animals worked like slaves that year. (Orwell 1954: 129)
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1988b: 131
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Perhaps this was partly because there were so many pigs and so many
dogs. It was not that these creatures did not work, after their fashion.
(Orwell 1954: 142)

1956: 105

1988b: 143
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For that day we all must labour,
Though we die before it break; (Orwell 1954: 14)

1956: 10

1988b: 14
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Though we die before it break
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All the other male pigs on the farm were porkers. (Orwell 1954: 18)

1956: 13

41
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According to Snowball, they must send out more and more pigeons and
stir up rebellion among the animals on the other farms. (Orwell 1954: 58)

1956: 42-43

1988b: 58
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That is my message to you, comrades: Rebellion! (Orwell 1954: 10)

1956: 6
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Boxer and Clover would harness themselves to the cutter or the horserake (no bits or reins were needed in these days, of course) and tramp
steadily round and round the field with a pig walking behind and calling
out “Get up, comrade!” or “Whoa back, comrade!” as the case might
be. (Orwell 1954: 30-31)

1956: 23

Animal Farm
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Animal Farm
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Twelve voices were shouting in anger, and they were all alike. No question,
now, what had happened to the faces of the pigs. The creatures outside
looked from pig to man, and from man to pig, and from pig to man
again; but already it was impossible to say which was which. (Orwell
1954: 155)

1956: 116
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And remember also that in fighting against Man, we must not come to
resemble them. Even when you have conquered him, do not adopt his
vice … (Orwell 1954: 12)
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History, Thought, and
Translation (I):
Against a Tradition of
Sinological Translations
Leo Tak-hung Chan

Abstract
The author of the present essay discusses the nature and
characteristics of “sinological translations” in terms of his own
translation of Ge Zhaoguang’s History of Chinese Thought. He
delineates the background to his attempt to render into English the
monumental work by one of the leading historians in Mainland China.
With due attention paid to the potential readership, he has sought to
use an eclectic approach, favoring commonly accepted philosophical
terms and striving to come up with an eminently reader-friendly
translation. In this he was aided by Ge himself, who rewrote and edited
his original text for the translator. Appended to this essay is the
“Introduction” to the first volume, History of Chinese Thought up
to the Seventh Century, here translated into English for the first
time. It contains a sustained reflection on the methodology of writing
an intellectual history (or more literally, “a history of thought”).

63

Translation Quarterly No. 43

Among the many surveys of Chinese intellectual history in the
past decade is a remarkable work by Ge Zhaoguang, who is currently
Professor of Chinese and Director of the Center for Chinese Studies at
Fudan University, Shanghai. It consists of two volumes: History of Chinese
Thought up to the Seventh Century, published in 1998; and History of Chinese
Thought from the Seventh to the Nineteenth Century, which came out in 2000.
What is most notable about the History is its breadth of focus. Instead
of focusing on abstract ideas and writing what would amount to a history
of philosophy, Ge seeks to delineate how elite thought interacts with
general types of knowledge such as those related to religion, technology
and the cosmos. According to Carine Defoort, “this approach allows
him to traverse the boundaries of various disciplines including philosophy,
history, anthropology and archaeology” (Defoort 2002b: Preface II). Ge’s
distinctive historiographical approach was the cause of some controversy
after the book was published, as summed up by Defoort (2002a; 2002b).
Other than that, it displays an amazing use of primary and secondary
sources. Sources ranging from almanacs to ritual books, as well as
previously unstudied artifacts to recently discovered texts preserved at
the museums, make this book worthy of scholarly attention and most
worthy of translation.
Translation of the History can be seen as yet another example of
sinological translation that originated in Europe but later was no longer
confined geographically. Such tradition even included works carried out
by scholars, primarily of the classics of philosophy, in China herself.
Although it has a history of several centuries, the tradition has really
flourished in the last two hundred years or so. James Legge’s English
renditions of the Chinese classics marked a significant point of departure,
especially for translations into English (rather than French or German).
With the accumulation of a body of famed translations of the major
philosophical texts—like Arthur Waley’s Analects (1938) and Shijing (1937);
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Bernhard Karlgren’s Shujing (1950); Burton Watson’s Zhuangzi (1968),
Hanfeizi (1964) Mozi (1963) and Shiji (1971); D. C. Lau’s Daode jing (1963),
Mencius (1970) and Analects (1979); A. C. Graham’s Zhuangzi (1981); and
others—this tradition has continued unabated into the twenty-first
century. Scholar-translators have sought to fill out such gaps as still remain
of key texts, which were previously untranslated for a variety of reasons.
The ostensible justification has been to make such texts accessible to
Western readers who cannot read the original texts in the classical
language. Nonetheless, many of the projects continue to be of an
academic nature and are meant as a method of presenting new
interpretations of these texts—examples are translations of the Heguanzi
(Defoort 1997) and the Taixuan jing (Nylan 1993), works previously
neglected but are now considered worthy of translation. Retranslations
of the classics are aplenty (e.g. Knoblock 1988-1994). Perhaps the best
known of these is the Daode jing, which has reappeared in many new
guises (e.g. Le Guin 1997; Lynn 1999; Carus 2000; Roberts 2001; Ames
and Hall 2003). Most interesting of all is a new wave of enthusiasm for
translating religious Daoist texts—spearheaded by Bokenkamp, among
others—and Buddhist scriptures (e.g. Bokenkamp 1997; Campany 2002;
Sharf 2002).
The translation of Ge’s History should be considered in this context,
though perhaps a bit differently. As an endeavor to present Chinese
scholarship in intellectual history to the Western world, it has few
precedents, and cannot be said to constitute part of any tradition. There
are hardly any appropriate models. Derk Bodde’s brilliant translation of
Feng Youlan’s A History of Chinese Philosophy (Bodde 1952-63) is possibly
the only one still generally available and worth consulting. Bodde’s book
is a fundamental resource upon which translators can still rely when
tracking down certain translation equivalents or standardized terminology
used in the field. The situation is, to say the least, far from desirable.
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Among the reasons that can be adduced for this is the lack of publication
channels for such translations. Despite the fact that, in the past two
decades, translation has successfully established itself as an academic
discipline, the venues available for publishing translated non-literary works
have dropped rather than increased. This can be said as much of booklength translations as of shorter pieces. Chinese Studies in Philosophy, a
major translation journal published by M. E. Sharpe since the late 1960s,
has ceased publication since 1997, leaving the reader only with its sister
publication, Chinese Studies in History. For decades, other than these two
journals, scholarly translations have found a niche in only a smattering
of academic journals such as Philosophy East and West (which hails from
Hawaii) and less academically inclined ones like Asian Culture (from
Taiwan). The view is often reiterated that the reputation of a journal
could be tarnished by the inclusion of translations. Needless to say,
journals that publish English translations of the kind here discussed are
virtually non-existent in the Mainland.
We can turn to look, more specifically, at comprehensive histories
(tongshi) translated from Chinese into English. Again, no more than a
handful of examples can be identified from the past few decades. In the
field of aesthetics there is Gong Liseng’s translation of Li Zehou’s history
of Chinese aesthetics, which generated some intense debate when it
appeared in print (Gong 1994). In the field of political thought there is
Frederick Mote’s translation of Xiao Gongquan’s A History of Chinese
Political Thought (Mote 1979), and in the field of literature there is Yang
Hsien-yi and Gladys Yang’s translation of Lu Xun’s A Brief History of
Chinese Fiction (Yang and Yang 1973). Of course one can argue that, after
all, there are not too many comprehensive histories or that, for some
unexplained reason, Western readers are not as fond of these histories
as their Chinese counterparts. One might even argue that they are useful
basically as textbooks in introductory courses in American or British
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universities. The fact remains, however, that the situation is symptomatic
of a deep-seated rationale concerning the choice of texts for translation
in general. It would be interesting, for translation studies scholars if not
for sinologists, to review the overall attitude toward the translation of
Chinese scholarship into English (or Western languages, for that matter)
from broader cultural or ideological perspectives. Although one constantly
hears of calls for more translations of Chinese scholarship—in more
than just the fields of history and philosophy, of course—the fact is that
little has been done, and somehow Western scholars are depended upon
to select, and then undertake, the translations necessary to disseminate
research carried out in China.
In the discussion above I have highlighted the special attention
paid by major sinological translators to materials of a non-literary nature.
This is not to imply that translations of belletristic literature like Dream
of the Red Chamber or The Water Margin do not belong to the category of
sinological translations. One can even see translations of contemporary
Chinese novels, short stories, poetry and so on as sinological. This is so
regardless of whether the translators are themselves Westerners or
ethnically Chinese. Nevertheless, the strength of sinological translation
for the past two centuries or so has been most clearly manifested in nonliterary translations, principally of works in the philosophical genres. We
must acknowledge that non-literary translation is an altogether different
kind of activity than literary translation, and as the tradition of sinological
translation developed, the latter somehow came to be eclipsed by the
former. In recent years in particular, great effort has been expended on
the translation of contemporary Chinese literature into foreign languages,
particularly English, in Mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong, and it
has been complemented by the work of literary translators from the
West. The tremendous success of such translations is nothing less than
an established fact, beside which the more typical sinological translations
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have paled.
In the many sub-fields of non-literary translations, that of Chinese
scholarship, whether in the humanities, the social sciences, business, or
science and technology, has fared particularly badly. In fact, the present
translation of Ge’s History can be viewed as an attempt to strike out in a
new direction. The pervasive forces of globalization have left university
administrators with no alternative but to consider taking appropriate
action to deal with a unique problem. Research not presented in the
global language (English) can place not only Chinese scholars at a
disadvantage, but also scholars in regions using minority languages. Even
as the present essay is being written, active steps are being taken by a
consortium of East Asian universities, including those in Mainland China,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Thailand and Vietnam, to ensure
that research published in languages other than English is given the
recognition it deserves, recognition that will count materially, for instance,
in the worldwide ranking of tertiary institutions. Clearly, translation has
an enormous role to play in the rapidly transforming academic scene.
As another instance of a sinological translation, the present
rendition of Ge’s History cannot but take into account the principles
adumbrated by Ames and Hall exactly two decades ago in their Thinking
through Confucius (1987). Ames and Hall’s book is itself an attempt to
make Confucius understandable to a Western readership, which effectively
makes it a sinological translation of a particular kind. Though hardly
concealing their desire to build bridges, Ames and Hall still caution against
cross-cultural anachronisms and emphasize the historical and cultural
distances that separate the present-day Western reader from the
philosopher who lived well before the Christian era. They repeatedly
emphasized that Chinese philosophy is differently structured to Western
philosophy. A somewhat similar argument is advanced by Chad Hansen,
who in a series of lengthy footnotes to the first chapter of his Daoist
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Theory of Chinese Thought (1992) reveals his perennial interest in the issue
of how to translate classical Chinese philosophical terms adequately.
Hansen begins by inveighing against the widespread translation paradigm
in sinological studies. In terms of what he calls the EORL (English is
the only real language) fallacy, everything turns out to mean something
in the English language (Hansen 1992: 8-9), since the reader erroneously
assumes that the Chinese philosophers actually think in English and
express what is essentially English thought. Eventually, for Hansen, such
thinking results in the erosion and erasure of the special character of
Chinese concepts, in a failure to see the different worlds embodied by
the two languages. Quite unambiguously, he pinpoints a most
fundamental problem with widely circulated translations which constrain,
even distort, the Western understanding of Chinese philosophy.
It is a pity that little theorizing on sinological translations has
surfaced after Ames/Hall and Hansen. Practically the only work of note
in the past decade or so is Translating Chinese Literature (Eoyang and Lin
1995). Quite a few articles in this anthology, though, are still preoccupied
with the practical aspects of tackling difficult classical language texts.
None of them wrestles with the differences between literary and nonliterary translations, the two main categories of texts that sinological
translators work with, as well as the approach that is appropriate for
each of them. Furthermore, the majority of authors in this anthology
point out the prevalence—and presumably the usefulness—of the
scholarly approach to translating classical Chinese literature. Yet, no one
has theorized on the shortcomings of such an approach, or how it must
be related to a multiplicity of cultural circumstances and historical timeframes. Almost no one has dealt with the possible advantages, and uses,
of the opposite, more reader-friendly approach. Under what
circumstances would an attempt to curry the general reader’s favor be
necessary, or at least more effective? It is in such questions as these that
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the sinological translator-scholar can profit from the research findings
of the Western translation theorist.
The above comments are meant to provide a backdrop against
which the translation of Ge’s History of Chinese Thought, of which only
one brief introductory section is appended here, can be read. I need to
conclude with one final piece of information concerning the “how”—
and not the “why”—of the translation: the translator has had the
opportunity of working closely with the author. The two have agreed on
the need to drastically remove chunks of text so that the voluminous,
one-million word original could be made to fit within two English volumes
of less than 400 pages each. This turned out to be something that further
complicates an already complicated scenario. The translator ended up
having to strike a delicate balance between competing demands and
requirements that directly affect his choice of strategies: to preserve the
step-by-step, well thought-out arguments that the author took such pains
to present; to produce a fluent translation so that those not academically
inclined will not be put off; to deploy standardized terminology that has
been in use for some time; to avoid resorting to different terms in different
contexts; to overcome the redundancies of expression often found in
Chinese prose; to be explicit where necessary; to retain what is
characteristically Chinese in the author’s discourse and manners of
expression; to give readers some sense of the solid research carried out
on which the author’s conclusions are grounded; and so on and so forth.
In all this the translator has been aided by the author himself, who
relentlessly rewrites, edits, prunes and trims his work, so that the original
may even at times be seen as a mirror-reflection of the translation.
However it appears to the reader, the translation should be an instance,
unique in its own way, of author-translator collaboration.
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W The Translation X
Writing an Intellectual History—A History of Thought
R. G. Collingwood’s view that “all history is intellectual history”
has been highly praised as well as criticized. If we understand that
traditional thinking about history as well as historical traditions of thought
continue up to the present, perhaps one can sympathize with him. What
is history? If it is said that history consists of people, matters and events
of the past, then these have vanished with the passage of time, recoverable
only in museums, archaeological sites, past documents and history
textbooks. Such history does not relate at all to the “present”. However,
I think two aspects of history have truly lasted and affect life in the
present day. First, there is knowledge and there are techniques that have
continued to improve over the course of millennia. Our predecessors
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have accumulated such knowledge and techniques for the benefit of
posterity. Those who come later can pick up where their predecessors
have left off. In this way, we see history extending forward endlessly.
Second, over the millennia, men have repeatedly raised deep questions
and formed ideas about the meaning of the cosmos and of human life.
Their views on cosmic, social and individual problems have influenced
the way people think in the present day. They often follow traditional
lines of inquiry with respect to these difficult problems. Here history
continues to repeat itself. If it is said that the first aspect belongs to a
history of knowledge, then the second belongs to a history of thought
or intellectual history. Thought was transmitted from generation to
generation through the written word, what was heard and seen, formal
learning and influences outside the school. Because of such
“transmission”, men of today can revisit ideas of the past, which have
contemporary relevance. According to Collingwood: “Historical
knowledge is the knowledge of what mind has done in the past, and at
the same time it is the redoing of this, the perpetuation of past acts in
the present” (The Idea of History, p. 218). In each generation, the questions
to be tackled, the modes of thinking, the styles of interpretation and the
methods of attainment are repeated, altered, circulated and renewed.
With continuity through time and space, intellectual history comes into
being.
Thus there is significance in writing such a history. However, in
surveying our recent history of Chinese scholarship, we see that in China,
what is called “intellectual history” has never been as well-received as the
“history of philosophy”. One reason is that the multipurpose Western
concept of history of philosophy has afforded the Chinese scholar
convenience in an era of scholarly transition. Second, the Western concept
represented an allure and challenge for scholars in the first half of the
twentieth century. Third, with the establishment of a discipline-based
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department called philosophy in the university, there arose a need for
corresponding teaching material. As a result, some scholars have
attempted to appropriate the terminology and logic of Western
philosophy to sum up the course taken by Chinese scholarship. Others
try to find, in the traditional Chinese context, “philosophy” which they
consider equivalent to that in the West. Still others seek to compile teaching
materials for their philosophy courses at the universities. Therefore, among
academic books listed in published catalogs, there are more “histories of
philosophy” than “intellectual histories”. What is more, some intellectual
histories have not gone through a relatively complete process of
improvement or attained a degree of maturity.
Let us review the writing of Chinese histories of philosophy over
the years. In 1916, Xie Wulian wrote Zhongguo zhexueshi (History of Chinese
Philosophy). Nevertheless, other than a catchy title and some crudely
selected materials, it fails to set a paradigm for history-writing. In 1919 it
was eclipsed by Hu Shi’s Zhongguo zhexueshi dagang (An Outline History
of Chinese Philosophy) published by the Commercial Press. Later Hu
spoke of himself as having pioneered the writing of histories of
philosophy in China, as if Xie never existed. Cai Yuanpei did praise the
four special features of Hu’s history (its evidential method, laconic style,
fair judgment and systematic approach), but it was hastily written and
ended abruptly. It was replaced by the more complete Zhongguo zhexueshi
(History of Chinese Philosophy) (1930-1933) written by Feng Youlan,
who had received more systematic training in philosophy. Of course the
significance and influence of Hu’s work are still felt today, but its impact
is not on historical narration per se. Rather, it stimulates discussion on
the evolution—and disappearance—of a new model of scholarship. This
is because its paradigmatic significance is greater than its explanatory
significance. Feng’s work is systematic, comprehensive, and of the right
length for the general reader. In particular, his mixture of orthodox with
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normative description (blending the orthodoxy of the Dao with
philosophical narration) better suits the taste of a Chinese readership.
Thus when it was printed as lecture notes for use at Tsinghua University,
it received high praise. When published by Commercial Press, it sold
extremely well.
However, it too was susceptible to the ravages of time. By the
1960s, Ren Jiyu’s Zhongguo zhexueshi (History of Chinese Philosophy)
superseded it by virtue of its clarity and logic, by its ideological
explanations, and by its lucid style of expression. By the 1980s, when
ideological influences had lessened, there was a reprint of Feng’s work
by Chung Hwa Bookstore. An updated seven-volume edition was put
out by the prestigious People’s Publishing House. Thus history seems to
have made a detour and returned to where it started. All the same, after
such a history of more than eighty years, much has been learned about
the writing of histories of philosophy that must be included if we want
to “rewrite” them.
But here a question arises. Undoubtedly, the historians of
philosophy make use of much accumulated experience, but right from
the start they have borrowed—even appropriated—a ready-made model
from Japan and the West. As Feng Youlan said at the beginning of
Zhongguo zhexueshi, “‘philosophy’ is a Western term. One of our main
tasks in the discussion of the Chinese history of philosophy is to select
and narrate the different facets of learning in this history which can be
identified. In reference to Western concepts, he points out that histories
of philosophy in its modern sense include cosmology, ethics and
epistemology, so historians have a clear notion of what they are attempting
to define. For a long time I have thought rather stubbornly that, even
though the “philosophy” and “history of philosophy” coming from the
West via Japan provide excellent conceptual tools for rethinking and
narrating traditional Chinese thought, it still seems a little awkward to
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talk about China using Western standards without modifying them. There
is bound to be misunderstanding and distortion when we forcibly stretch
and twist the connotations of Western terms to fit Chinese thought. I
think it is questionable whether Chinese thought can be discussed as
“philosophy”. Others have previously noted this problem. For example,
in the letter he wrote to Cai Yuanpei in 1918, Fu Sinian remarked that
Chinese philosophy is founded on history, and that it is not “philosophy”
at all. Ten years later, he asserted that in traditional China “there was no
philosophy, only alchemy”, encouraging the idea that considering the
non-existence of philosophy in traditional China is “healthy”. And when
Cai wrote his Jianyi zhexue gangyao (Simplified Outline of Philosophy) in
1924, he was apparently reminded of what Fu had said. While comparing
“philosophy” to “study of the Dao”, he also noted that “the philosophy
of our country does have scientific presuppositions; it has always been
based on the words of the sages”. For that reason, “this philosophical
outline cannot be Western-based”. Hu Shi, too, under the influence of
Fu, said in 1929 that he would change the title of his book to “a history
of Chinese thought” (not philosophy). Later, Tang Junyi also claimed that
“The term ‘philosophy’ never existed in China. Chinese terms like Daoshu
(Daoist learning), lixue (learning of principles), xinxue (learning of the
heart/mind) and xuanxue (metaphysical learning) are all different from
it”. In fact, the difference is not just in name, for there has never been
anything like “philosophy” in Chinese thinking and scholarship.
“Intellectual history” or “history of thought” is better suited when we
deal with the various branches of learning in traditional China. The term
“thought” is more encompassing than that of “philosophy”.
Whether in actual writing, in the formation of academic disciplines,
or even in general understanding, the concept of an intellectual history
remains unclear. Several problems still exist. First, is the aim of this history
to legitimize the much acclaimed orthodoxy and establish a “genealogy
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of thought”? Does it describe the development of thought over time?
In other words, in a history of thought, is “thought” or “history” the
focus? Second, if the latter, should it reconfirm the object of its narration?
Not only elitist thought, but also popular views and beliefs, enlighten
social life. Since there are inspired eras as well as undistinguished times,
should popular views and beliefs be admitted into our history of thought?
Third, in the attempt to present a broader view, how can an intellectual
history avoid excesses? How can its underlying relationships with social
and political histories be adequately dealt with? Fourth, how can it tackle
the territorial conflicts it has with the histories of society, culture and
scholarship? In other words, should it therefore set explicit boundaries
to avoid overlapping with other histories?

General Knowledge, Thought and Beliefs

I
Generally speaking, the histories of thought or philosophy widely
circulated today often list philosophers alongside classics of philosophy.
Beginning with Confucius and the Shijing (Book of Songs), these accounts
conclude with Kang Youwei and the Datongshu (Book of Great Unity),
devoting chapters to an eminent thinker and sections to lesser ones, several
of whom may be grouped together in one section. This kind of history
ends up presenting a museum of thinkers and a library of classics. The
approach may have originated in the traditional chronicling and library
cataloging of China. It also brings together the traditional Chinese
philosophers-and-classics method and the modern style of historiography
of the West. It constitutes a “neo-classical discursive system”.
I have some questions about such an approach. The first issue is
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regarding the time sequence of intellectual histories which are not strictly
chronological. Some talents may have an impact on later eras while others
vanish like fleeting meteors. Some ideas flourish in their own time while
other potent ideas lie buried and are unearthed and spread centuries
later. Brilliant ideas often confront the limits of our understanding and
cause “historical ruptures”. I believe that an intellectual history dealing
only with the elite and the classics does not necessarily show clearly
traceable patterns. Such patterns figure, instead, in the gradual evolution
of knowledge and in the ideas that live in our everyday lives. The second
question is that elitist ideas transcend everyday thinking and are unlikely
to create an impact on social life. What sustains the ordinary folk is not
the leading thinkers or the prominent classics—both are far removed
from daily living—but rather, general knowledge. The third question is
that the objectives of intellectual histories are to “search for origins”,
“confirm core values”, and “highlight significance”. Intellectual histories
are the interpretations given by historians after the event. It is, in fact,
doubtful whether the outstanding thinkers and the classics exerted the
profound impact that the historians have ascribed to them, and whether
they should figure so prominently in the histories. For instance, the
position that Wang Fuzhi now occupies in late-Ming, early-Qing
intellectual history is the result of a retrospective view. On the contrary,
some people (like Huangpu Mi of the Three Kingdoms Period) who
may have left a mark in their own time are described in half a page or a
section in the histories. Again, the late Qing translation by Timothy
Richard of Robert Mackenzie’s History of the Nineteenth Century and John
Fryer’s translation of Henry Wood’s Ideal Suggestion through Mental
Photography do not appear in these histories because there has not been
any contemporary updating. Their impact on their contemporaries was
in fact enormous, although neither work was highly valued in the West.
A million copies of the former were sold in the late Qing period, and for
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the first-ranked historian Liang Qichao it was “the best book in Western
history”. The latter, a sweeping exploration of psychological ailments,
mental health and religious beliefs, left its imprint in the diaries, letters
and essays of leading thinkers of the late Qing. It was listed by Song Xu
as a textbook in his academy, and even deeply influenced Tan Sitong’s
Renxue (On Benevolence). To focus on the talents and the classics without
paying attention to normal, everyday life has led to many ideas being
covered up or distorted. The neatly continuous patterns only embody
the historian’s belief in an “orthodoxy” or a subsequently constructed
“genealogy”.
This is not to say that I am not prepared to write a history of elite
thought. I am simply suggesting that we pay attention to the background
to elite thought and the classics. Put more bluntly, histories have so far
been written on thinkers and classics, while simultaneously recognizing
the “ordinary” knowledge and belief that provided the backdrop, or
background coloring, for elitist thought and ideas contained in the classics.
It therefore appears that between the world of the elite and that of
ordinary social experience, “a realm of general knowledge and beliefs”
does exist. Its prolonged evolution reveals an historical process that should
not be neglected by our histories.

II
The “general knowledge, thought and beliefs” are not what
anthropologists call the Little Tradition, nor should they be taken by
readers to mean the Little Tradition or “popular thinking”. I am referring
to the most general, common-sense, interpretation of circumstances and
events in the cosmos that those with a certain amount of knowledge can
assimilate. They are not the creations of talented individuals nor are they
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the product of careful consideration. They are also not what the
uninformed would call a “collective consciousness”. They are “what we
use on a daily basis, unthinkingly”. Through the most basic education
such knowledge and beliefs give the fundamental coloring to a national
culture. Unlike classical knowledge, they are not spread through
outstanding thinkers’ reading of the classics, the exchange of letters, or
joint discussion. They are not transmitted through various writings, or
even through education at the higher levels. Rather, they spread through
the most ordinary channels, like entertainments (religious rituals, operas,
and performances at public fairs), basic education (at private academies
and primary schools, from parents and relatives who give the classics a
secular interpretation), and mass reading and oral storytelling (novels,
anthologies, morality books and promptbooks). Such channels of
transmission far surpass the system of classics. However, such channels
are also used by the elite. They can provide the background and breeding
ground for elitist thought. Surprisingly, our intellectual histories seldom
recover, describe or speculate about this direct and effective “background”
for the dissemination of ideas, highlighting only political events and
economic changes that have a remote impact on the common man.
This is not to say that, in my history, I do not care about elitist
thought and the classics; they do make up a greater part of it. My wish is
to emphasize that intellectual talents are in the minority. The intellectually
gifted have, from my point of view, progressed beyond their times with
their wondrous ideas. They obey neither time nor fashion. With these
ideas, they “depart from”, even “revolt against”, a general history.
Undoubtedly I want to write about them, for only by so doing can I
capture the turbulent events in the intellectual history of China. By
contrast, there may not be the same level of changes in the “general
knowledge, thought and beliefs” over a long time-span, but these are the
background that informs a general history. For example, making use of
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materials from the fifth century to the third century B.C., I summarize
the ideas and aspirations governing the ancient Chinese world. These
did not change much in the Qin and Han. From the second to the sixth
century, after the introduction of Buddhism into China, they still
dominated the Chinese way of life. They only added concepts like those
of life and death, suffering and happiness, and samsara and retribution.
Thus we often need “longer time-spans” as yardsticks of measurement.
In this regard, I would like to note the influence which the French Annals
School has had on me, particularly its concept of la longue durée, which
can be used to understand general knowledge, thought and beliefs. These
evolve slowly but surely, forming the cornerstone for an intellectual
history.
I have thought long and hard about such ideas, and am aware of
certain problems. One might ask how one can reconstruct the world of
general knowledge and beliefs from extant material, since little is usually
left of the unchronicled world of general thought and beliefs.
Consequently what is needed is a new, workable method of writing
history.

III
Frequently, conventional intellectual histories are based on extant
writings of the elite, which may not reflect general knowledge, thought
and beliefs. In all the archives or histories there exist “structured historical
narration” and “preconceived value judgments”. These have been
repeatedly shaped and simplified by ideological perspectives. In these
records, the thinkers and their views have been thoroughly discussed
and confirmed. Certain figures were of symbolic significance; certain
significant ideas that appeared were raised at such and such a time; certain
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people have inherited ideas from their predecessors. In this way the threads
of history have been disentangled. But what has had a continued impact
in social life is often not the brilliant ideas, but general knowledge and
thought. Where do we seek such materials for our history?
Let us suppose, a hundred years hence, that someone were to write
an intellectual history of the 1990s. He only has the public speeches of
political leaders, works by writers, editorials in the official newspapers,
endorsed archival records, and draft speeches prepared by speechwriters.
The world he depicts would be completely different from the one we
now live in and know. However, if he also references popular reading
matter currently sold at newsstands, popular songs played at discos and
topics of conversation at restaurants, the world of thought that he writes
about might bear a closer relationship to living reality. Thus, when part
of our attention is focused on so-called general knowledge, thought and
beliefs, the scope of historical sources is widened. History will not be
based only on written documents. Many-faceted historical data will be
used. This is just as Jacques Le Goff has mentioned in his La nouvelle
histoire (1978). I will cite two examples. First, in discussing Han thought,
besides the works of figures who “perused the written records” like Jia
Yi, Dong Zhongshu and Wang Chong, we can also use evidence not
especially referred to by these historians. We can use the silk manuscripts
at Mawangdui, with their hidden meanings; the epitaphs on the back of
Han bronze mirrors, which convey in a condensed manner Han thoughts
and feelings; and bamboo records, which inadvertently reveal the
worldview at the time. These materials may only contain crude
information, but they also make manifest the general aspirations of people
at the time. They reveal their concrete strategies for achieving them, as
well as the way they were unconsciously controlled by the world of
thought. Second, outstanding figures like Dao’an, Huiyuan, Kumarajiva
and Zengzhao are often mentioned in connection with Buddhist thought
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in the Northern and Southern Dynasties. But how many ordinary people
would have thought through concepts like Buddha-nature, sunyata, instant
enlightenment, “the eight negations” and “the Middle Path”? We cannot
but be skeptical about the impact of elitist Buddhist thinking on the
ordinary folk when we come across other accidentally transmitted
evidence. First, there are Buddhist stone inscriptions of the Northern
and Southern Dynasties. Then, there are prefatory remarks in Dunhuang
documents unearthed in Turfan, which, though neither classified nor
interpreted at length, display the general beliefs of these times.
This is not to say we must focus attention on marginal historical
materials. What I call “general knowledge, thought and beliefs” does not
refer to those occurring at the lowest levels of society. Family instructions,
clan regulations, morality books, children’s textbooks and precious scrolls
are all excellent materials. In the United States, the Taishang ganying pian
(Folios on the Vibrant Responses of the Most High Lord Lao) and the
Yiguan daoli wenda (Questions and Answers Pertaining to General Truths)
are included in Sources of Chinese Tradition, an introductory reader on
Chinese intellectual history. Such materials do not seek to inform their
readers; they only display the facts. It is a pity that, in the past, such
accidental historical materials have been discarded, making our intellectual
history unrealistic. I know that the influence of earlier methods of historywriting is passed on from one generation to another. Because of this,
conventions may also have restricted the choice of materials used in
writing a history. Let me cite two examples. First, many extant
encyclopedias (like the Taiping yulan [Imperial Digest of the Taiping Reign])
are excellent documents for the history of thought. Systems of classifying
essential knowledge can allow us to recover the general knowledge,
thought and beliefs at a particular historical juncture. Buddhist and Daoist
encyclopedias (like the Fayuan zhulin [A Grove of Pearls in the Dharma
Garden]) can also help us speculate on the “popular” understanding of
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the two faiths. Second, there is the renowned song text, the Zhuzi jiali
(Family Rituals of Master Zhu). When historians discuss Song thought,
they invariably refer to Zhu Xi, but only on the basis of neo-Confucian
documents. Few study the Zhuzi jiali seriously. As a manual on rituals,
this text affected the lives of the Ming people. Even in early Republican
times, it was a source of information on social rituals in general. Embodied
in the rituals is the world of general knowledge, thought and beliefs.
But, have the encyclopedias (like the Chuxue ji [Records for Early Learning]
and the Yiwen leiju [A Categorized Collection of Literary Writings]) and
ritual books (like the Jiali and the Jiali yijie [Family Rituals and Etiquette])
been given the recognition they deserve?

IV
When writing this book, I faced some theoretical and
methodological difficulties. While benefiting from anthropology,
sociology, religious studies and documentary studies, I think they only
provide circuitous and peripheral assistance and are not directly relevant
to historiography. I have painstakingly incorporated sections on “general
knowledge, thought and beliefs” into the conventional history. For
example, in Chapter 3, I utilize the discussions on the content of the
Mawangdui silk books and paintings to explain the intellectual background
to the Qin-Han period as it was revealed by an archaeological researcher.
I also use the silk scrolls and bricks paintings to illuminate the three
worlds of the Qin-Han people. Then, with reference to the epitaphs on
bronze mirrors, I discuss their conceptualizations of life, happiness and
progeny, as well as their ethnic consciousness as it evolved and was
confirmed. In Chapter 4, I devote one section to discussing how, when
Buddhism entered China, the general world of thought was affected. I
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note the Buddhist books, statues and rituals of confession, which
exemplify a religious consciousness. I also analyze certain mid-thirdcentury to mid-sixth-century discourses to show people’s basic
understanding of Buddhism.
Nevertheless, this is by no means sufficient. To depict the world
of knowledge, thought and beliefs, I believe we need to look at the
following:
(a)
The content of early education: Such an education was
part of every literate person’s experience, an integral part
of his mental development. Thus an analysis of the thought
content of children’s textbooks and officially endorsed
elementary readers used in private academies is of
paramount importance.
(b)
The sources of basic knowledge: This includes all kinds of
informal material that provide knowledge to the average
person. There are non-verbal materials like portraits on
stone, bronze mirrors, religious paintings, sculpture and
architecture. Materials in print include: divination bamboo
slips and accompanying explanatory manuals; instructions
on family, clan and community behavior; and official
almanacs.
(c)
The channels for spreading knowledge: Elite thought
cannot be directly transformed into general thought, so
we should look at the means whereby they were popularized.
Sermons in the earliest period, Buddhist transformation
texts and books exhorting moral behavior, written lyrics
for recitation by entertainers, storytelling at designated
venues, public performances associated with clan or
community functions—these are materials of a literary
nature often neglected by historians.
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But, there are difficulties in using such a research method. The materials
are too voluminous to be read closely. At times there may not be enough
of them for our analysis. It is hard to avoid subjectivity in interpreting
them, for we are no longer living in the same environment as our
predecessors. We can only explain as best we are able. At times our
interpretation turns out to be contradictory, because living realities simply
cannot be straitjacketed. Yet we cannot display historical materials without
attempting to interpret them.
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Shall I Compare Thee to
a “Femme Fidèle”?
Lie Jianxi
Wang Aixue. Complete Translation into Chinese of William Wordsworth’s The
Prelude (1850). Lewiston: Edwin Mellen, 2004. 601 pp.

“Is it a good translation?” I intuitively asked myself when I received
this volume for review. Yet the question, like so many interesting ones
about totalities, is relevant but unanswerable. Not because there are no
final answers, but because as a question, it is “ill-phrased”. Given that
the modern view of translation as a complex issue can be further
complicated when it comes to the translation of poetry, there is at least
this necessary prior question: What criteria shall we assume to judge the
value of this volume? In other words, is it to be judged as a poet’s version
of a classic or as a scholarly rendering of a difficult text? If the former,
then the criterion of judgment is originality and liveliness; if the latter,
then questions of research and interpretation become apposite. It is my
belief that a translation of a classic should be commended for either
poetic vigour or scholarship or, fortunately, both.
No Wordsworth “expert” himself, Wang clearly did not intend to
give a scholarly rendering of this difficult text when he assigned himself
the task to “recreate the original English poetry into the Chinese
translation” (p. 7). Academically, he claims no definitive idea of what
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Wordsworth is about, and his is far less ambitious and meticulous than
Ding Hong-wei’s version that came out five years before. [1] Otherwise as
a usual practice some prefatory remarks should have been made about
the autobiographical significance and relative stylistic purity of the 1805
Prelude. Wang makes no bones about these issues and sticks to the 1850
version without even an apology. It is not known whether this has been
the result of ignorance or speculation, but we certainly cannot undervalue
a translator’s work for his negligence on such bibliographical matters
when he has placed himself in the healthy company of poet-translators
like Pope, Dryden, and Pound, who remind us that some of the most
significant translations were not always composed by those most
knowledgeable with the original.
In an Introduction that speaks more truth about poetry translation
than the translation itself, Wang dismisses Robert Frost’s notorious
defeatism and hails Sir John Denham who held that a translator’s task is
not to translate one language into another, but to translate one poetry
into another (p. 7). This is good spirit in which the best verse translators
seem to have worked, yet the immediate problem that faces the translator
is whether he is ready to produce a text for rigorous poetic scrutiny. This
is a problem directly related to his engagement with the act and art of
verse-making. When Dryden says that the translator of poetry must be a
poet, he poses a difficulty for his sympathetic critic, in that some
translators, having shown no particular poetic capacity elsewhere, are
famous for only one or a handful of works of translation—Arthur
Golding for his Ovid and Wu Ning-kun for his Dylan Thomas. To the
best of my knowledge, Wang Ai-xue is not known for his poetic lines, if
he has composed any. While this cannot serve as a criterion for our
judgment of his translation, one thing we can say for certain is that he
has essentially failed in compromising the original and his capacities as a
“poet”:
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With trembling oars I turned,
And through the silent water stole my way
Back to the covert of the willow tree;
There in her mooring-place I left my bark,—
And through the meadows homeward went, in grave
And serious mood; but after I had seen
That spectacle, for many days, my brain
Worked with a dim and undetermined sense
Of unknown modes of being; o’er my thoughts
There hung a darkness, call it solitude
Or blank desertion.

(Book I, 385-395)

If beauty in art is the highest form of truth as Keats famously says of
the Grecian urn, the translation of poetry should then be measured by
Rossetti’s rule that no good poem shall be turned into a bad one. Wang’s
translation is certainly poetry of some kind, yet it comes out wordy (“
”) and woolly (“
”, “
”) where the original is hard and clear, and there is a trace of preciosity
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(“
/
”) that marks all bad poetry. Sometimes such flaws
amount to sheer poetic impurity, a drollery of insincere feelings:
The days gone by
Return upon me almost from the dawn
Of life: the hiding-places of man’s power
Open; I would approach them, but they close.
I see by glimpses now; when age comes on,
May scarcely see at all; …

(Book XII, 277-282)

This is one of Wordsworth’s most celebrated passages on the “spots of
time”, i.e. luminous moments to which poetic imagination is anchored.
Rather in contrast to the composure of the original “spontaneous
overflow”, the translated text stammers in panting dishonesty when its
worn-out phraseology (“
” and “
”) lapses into the casual
slangy tone of “
”. In reading the original, we cannot
help being moved by Wordsworth’s undefended sincerity about the death
of restored imagination, and would perhaps rather that the poem had
ended with this sublime revelation of its failure. The translation too invites
a wish for an end, but this time in the goodwill that the drollery would
soon stop breathing so it could avoid choking itself in stuttering. One
may argue that even the best of poets have been prone to pitfalls in
diction. Indeed, but when inappropriate diction comes hand in hand
with a wrong poetic form, the result will be nothing more than a cancer
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of a poem:
Silence touched me here
No less than sound had done before; the child
Of Summer, lingering, shining, by herself,
The voiceless worm on the unfrequented hills,
Seemed sent on the same errand with the choir
Of Winter that had warbled at my door,
And the whole year breathed tenderness and love.

(Book VII, 36-42)

Despite his contempt for Frost’s defeatism, Wang is intimidated by its
outwardly bullying, inwardly fearful child—the preference for an
“accurate” rendering of the original iambic pentameter. Painstakingly,
he renders each line of ten syllables into ten Chinese characters so that
the translation, as the book description has it, remains “faithful to the
original in morphology and syntax”. And thus he writes in his own
defense: “[A]lthough tonal, the Chinese language, like the English
language, has its own rhythmic patterns for most of its poetic
compositions. The predominant pattern in most Chinese poetry from
ancient times is made of phrases of two characters and syllables in which
one is free to put the accent on the second syllable for the sake of
emphasis” (p. 8). There are in this statement two fallacies. First, rather
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than depending on character-syllables for rhythm as did classical Chinese
verse, modern Chinese verse relies largely on “pauses” established by
sense units that may not consist of two characters. Second, Chinese
characters are not equivalent to English syllables, and even when they
were, they would not evoke an equivalent emotional intensity even in an
identical combination. Wang’s choice of the closed, contained form of
ten-character lines has proven perilous because, to suit the number of
words, not only diction has been sacrificed but lines arbitrarily truncated,
as in “
, /
” and “
/
”. Such
grotesque line breaks pervade the translation and have seriously ruined
the slight but beautiful hesitations between word and word that are
characteristic of the dance of Wordsworth’s mind among perceptions.
If we agree with the famous aesthetician who maintains that the
beautiful has in each case a mode at once universal and unique, then we
should have no problem accepting that a successful translation can be
only a “metamorphosis”. Borne out of a compromise between the original
and the translator’s capacities, such a metamorphosis must be guided by
a poetics of alterity which, in the words of Maurice Blanchot, allows the
translator to become “the secret master of the difference of language”,
as he throws himself up against a new scale of linguistic possibilities,
adding to his awareness of alternatives in literary expression, an awareness
that carries over to his reader in a flame of genius. It is, however, not his
task to abolish the difference but to use it to “awaken in his own language,
through the violence or subtle changes he brings to it, a presence of
what is different, originally, in the original” [2] And it is only in this sense
that the translator can truly take up the burden of double responsibilities
towards both languages and poetries, as Wang has wished.
In a candidly well-meaning preface, Yenna Wu has the following to
say about the translation: “On the whole, [it] is quite smooth and relatively
faithful to the original. The translator has tried to render the poem into
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Chinese as elegantly and artistically as he possibly can”. I trust this is the
best possible compliment that Wu had to offer in lieu of saying, “It is
correctly done and yet lacking in stylistic flair, hard as he has tried”. But
is it a “good” translation after all? At the beginning I wrote that this is an
“unanswerable” question about the totality of a translation. Now, I can
only go as far as saying that this version stands or falls by its very fidelity
to Wordsworth’s form; and like most of our popular wisdom about
totalities, I shall turn to a metaphor as I recall the famous French gibe
which says, “La traduction ressemble à la femme: si elle est belle, elle est
infidèle, si elle est fidèle, elle est laide”. A femme fidèle may well be said to
embody a poetics of sameness, whereas a femme infidèle, one of alterity.
While I have reservations about a femme fidèle not being beautiful, this
lady of a translation is, for better or worse, an unwilling femme fidèle who
has been hankering to exhibit some charm beyond her Master’s parlour
but ends up being as homely as she is faithful.
Loveable but not lovely, she lacks the tantalising coquettishness
that propels the onlooker to fantasise.

Notes
[1]

Ding Hong-wei, trans. (1999). The Prelude. Beijing: China Translation and
Publishing Corporation. The official book description for Wang’s version,
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[2]

Maurice Blanchot (1997). “Translating”. In Friendship. Trans. Elizabeth
Rottenberg. Stanford: Stanford University Press, p. 59.
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fiction.
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